IRONDALE NEIGHBORHOOD & INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN
This project’s goal is to generate a vision for Irondale’s future based on community conversation. Join us in talking about the neighborhood as it exists today and
how to address change into the future. Growth is already happening in Irondale as new development takes place, so it’s important to plan for the future of the
area in a thoughtful and collaborative way.
We’re in the second phase of the project – Explore + Assess: Please Review and Comment on Alternatives so that your input can help direct the future of Irondale.
Please share your thoughts with us to help inform the plan. Thank you!
About tonight’s meeting –
Today’s meeting focuses on options for the future. These concepts provide a way for us to explore district ways the neighborhood could grow in the future.
These two scenarios are not the plan but provide us with a way to talk about the future.
Where do we go from here?
Once we have your feedback, the planning team will pull together the proposed plan based on community comments to present at our next meeting.

1. Which of the following represents you? Choose all that apply.
Business Owner
Home-Owner
Renter (Residential)
Property Owner
Other: ____________________________________

2. Please rate the scenarios on the following pages.
What is a Scenario Map?
The scenario maps explore possibilities for future land uses in Irondale.
They are not intended to portray exact boundaries or zone districts, but
rather provide an idea of direction for the sake of discussion and
exploring the likely impacts of each plan.
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Agree
The Current Vision makes sense for business in Irondale
The Current Vision makes sense for residents in Irondale
The Current Vision is my preferred future scenario
This scenario will negatively impact me

Neutral

Disagree
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Agree
The Industrial Transition makes sense for business in Irondale
The Industrial Transition makes sense for residents in Irondale
The Industrial Transition is my preferred future scenario
This scenario will negatively impact me

Neutral

Disagree
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3. How does each scenario impact you?
a.

Current Vision ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
b.

Industrial Transition _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In addition to expansion of industrial uses, we’ve explored higher intensity of industrial zoning like I-3. Do you support the expanded industrial uses in Irondale? (Check one)
Yes, I’d like to see more types of industrial uses allowed
No, I’d like to keep similar types of industrial as are currently allowed

4. Are there other options we need to explore?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Please share your thoughts about the policies discussed tonight (Annexation incentives or Coordinated Zoning).
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!
If you would like an email reminder for the next meeting, please make sure it’s on the sign in sheet by the door.
For more information and drafts of available documents, please visit our website: c3gov.com/irondale

When completed, please place your completed comment form in the Comment Box, or mail to:
Commerce City, Attn: Jenny Axmacher, 7887 E 60th Ave, Commerce City, CO 80022 or jaxmacher@c3gov.com

